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Hello, dear Lany!

We are so glad that you visited us and saw our animals.Thanks to you we were

able to build aviaries, make dashes, hold water. 

Your assistance allowed us to help to many animals and take some them to home 

( we made a video to show you from what we started and what we have now).

Now current situation in our country had a bad affect on this sphere. Our shelter is

in  distress.  Everything  because  of  the  situation  with  Ukraine.  Social  media

Instagram, Facebook are prohibited in Russia, that’s why many of our followers-

volonteers didn’t use them anymore. We were supported by micro donations of

caring people. 

Now we do everything ourselves. We have a lot of debts in 2 clinics. A lot of debts

for people. We are confused, but our money is enough just for feed of dogs and

cats. Everything ( medicines, feed, veterinary services) became expensive…

We feel embarrassed and uncomfortable but again we have to ask you for help. 

1. We need support in sterilisation of dogs. The price of sterilisation  is 6000. The

price of castration of is 3000. We will sent all the videos , photos and checks spent

money.2.

2. We also ask for help in  placing of  dogs in your country. Unfortunately,  in

Dagestan animals have poor positions and it is difficult to find homes for them. We

try to accommodate animals outside our republic. 

Dear Lany, we are all undergoing difficult times, especially animals. But we hope

everything will be okay. 

Embrace you and wait for our meeting❤ 

Sincerely,
Chairman of DRPO VCAP "Ecolife" V.V. Shevtsova


